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WRITING IT RIGHT

ONE JUDGE'S "TEN TIPS
FOR EFFECTIVE BRIEF
WRITING" (PART II)

I

DOUGLAS E. ABRAMS'
Supreme Court advocateJohn W Davis said that the most
effective briefs are "models of brevity," 7 and he praised the
"courage of exclusion"' because "the court may read as much or

CHIEF UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY
JUDGE TERRENCE L. MICHAEL (N.D.

as little as it chooses."9

OKLA.) HAS WRITTEN "TEN TIPS FOR

Justice Benjamin N. Cardozo warned that unduly prolix briefs
can distract the court because "[a]nalysis is useless if it destroys
what it is intended to explain." oJustice Robert H. Jackson
advised that, "Legal contentions, like the currency, depreciate
through over-issue. The mind of an appellate judge is habitually
receptive to the suggestion that a lower court committed an
error. But receptiveness declines as the number of assigned
errors increases.... [M]ultiplying assignments of
rror will dilute and weaken a good case and will
not save a bad one.""

EFFECTIVE BRIEF WRITING" AND
POSTED THEM ON THE COURT'S
WEBSITE. 2 IN THE JOURNAL'S
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER

ISSUE, PART

I OF THIS ARTICLE BEGAN BY
DISCUSSING TIP # 9 ("LEAVE
THE VENOM AT HOME").

Tip # 6: "Quality IsJob One"
"Check your cites," saysJudge Michael. "Make
s ure they are accurate and that each case you are

THAT PART PROCEEDED TO
DISCUSS TIPS 1-4.

relying on is still good law..

This final part discusses the remaining Tips. All
10 thoughtful Tips warrant careful consideration
from advocates who prepare submissions for trial
courts or appellate courts.

Douglas E.
Tip # 5: "Shorter Is Better"
Judge Michael recounts that "Thurgood
Marshall once said that in all his years on the Supreme Court,
every case came down to a single issue. If that is true, why
do most briefs contain arguments covering virtually every
conceivable issue (good, bad or indifferent) which could arise in
the case? Weak arguments detract from the entire presentation."
"I have yet to put down a brief," reports Chief JusticeJohn G.
RobertsJr., "and say, 'I wish that had been longer.' . . . Almost
every brief I've read could be shorter."' A few months before
ascending to the Supreme Court bench more than 70 years ago,
Judge Wiley B. Rutledge counseled advocates to be "as brief as
one can consistently with adequate and clear presentation of the
case."
"The lawyer's greatest weapon is clarity," explained Judge E.
Barrett Prettyman of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit, "and its whetstone is succinctness."
o~
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. . There is nothing

more frustrating than being unable to find a
ase because the citation contained in the brief
is wrong. There is nothing less persuasive than
finding out that a case you have cited to us has
been overruled or misquoted. These flaws weaken
your entire presentation."12
Abrams
Judge Prettyman offered this advice about
due care: "1Whatever else you are in your brief,
be accurate. Be accurate in your references to the record. Be
accurate in your references to the authorities. Be accurate in
your references to statutes. Be accurate in your quotations, of
whatever sort they may be.""
JudgeJohn C. Godbold of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
5th Circuit called accuracy the advocate's "uncompromising
absolute," not only because inaccuracy "interferes with the
objective of persuasion,"" but also because inaccuracy may
deliver an absorbing hit to the lawyer's professional credibility.
"The deadliest retort, from an opponent orjudge," explains
Professor Michael E. Tigar, "is that a fact is misstated or
exaggerated, or that an authority is miscredited or worse yet
has been overruled. Credibility lost by such carelessness is not
easily regained, if at all."t3
'Judges do not always call lawyers on what they think may
be purposeful misstatements," explained ProfessorJames W
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McElhaney "because intent is always hard to prove. But judges
talk with each other their club is a small one. And that is
why you want to earn the reputation for being scrupulously
accurate."" At the bar as elsewhere, a good reputation is
challenging to earn, easy to lose, and difficult to regain.

last gasp and, most often, little more than that. The vast majority
have no chance of success and little reason for being filed except
for the belief that nothing will be lost by a final effort to avoid
defeat." 6 Professor Tigar warns that before pursuing a vain
attempt, counsel should make a "searching inquiry into whether
it would waste the client's money and in an extreme case

Tip # 7: "Present the Facts of Your Case Accurately"
Judge Michael warns that "[i]f you are submitting a pre-trial
brief, don't allege facts that you cannot prove. As a corollary,
don't forget at trial to prove up the facts you promised to prove
up in your brief If you are submitting a post-trial brief, make
sure the facts are in the record." 1 7
"Nothing, perhaps, so detracts from the force and
persuasiveness of an argument," said Justice Rutledge, "as
for the lawyer to claim more than he is reasonably entitled to
claim." 18 More than 60 years ago, a lawyer linked promises
made and promises kept. "Do not overstate your case. State only
those facts which you are sure you can prove. Promise no more.
Understatement is, in itself, a powerful factor in the psychology
of persuasion.... Exorbitant claims and denunciations . . have
a singularly unpersuasive power."19

subject the lawyer to sanctions for dilatory tactics." 27

Tip # 8: "Tel Me Exactly What You Want"
"Every brief (and motion, for that matter)," saysJudge
Michael, "should conclude with a statement telling the judge
exactly what you want done in the particular case. We need to
know." 20
Writing in the Journalof the Missouri Bar, Judge Hugh R. Jones
of the New York Court of Appeals advised appellate advocates
to conclude with "a succinct, precisely phrased request for the
exact remedial relief that you seek,"" rather than "leave it to
the court in the first instance to fashion the remedy" "Do not
simply say, 'Therefore, for the foregoing reasons, the judgment
of the lower court should be affirmed (or reversed).' Almost
always, you want some particular remedy within an affirmance
or reversal.""
JudgeJones urged counsel to "ask for the maximum relief
Do not fear that if you ask for maximum relief, you necessarily
weaken your primary request. Courts are familiar with
alternative arguments which may help your cause. The court
may not be able to give all the relief you would like, but it may
be able to give a partial remedy."
Tip # 9: "Leave the Venom at Home"
In the Journalk September-October issue, Part I of this article
discussed Judge Michael's Tip # 9.

"Comprehensive Briefs and Powerful Arguments"
As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit
acknowledges, "[o]urs is an adversarial system, and courts
rely on lawyers to identify the pertinent facts and law." 28 As he
ascended to the Supreme Court bench in 1916,Justice Louis D.
Brandeis explained that "[a] judge rarely performs his functions
adequately unless the case before him is adequately presented." 29
Years later,Justice Felix Frankfurter wrote that "the judicial
process [is] at its best" when courts receive "comprehensive briefs
and powerful arguments on both sides." 0
Adequate presentation begins with adherence to the
fundamentals of good writing conciseness, precision, simplicity,
and clarity." At their best, advocates seek to persuade with
comprehensive, powerful, yet dignified give-and-take about the
facts and the procedural and substantive law that determines the
outcome.
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